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Comparison of euthytone and palintone capabilities
Gregory Ryherd

Wright State University
Comparison of Bolt & Stone Throwing Catapults

To compare two types of catapults, we will begin
by making dividing them into two broad
categories.
Category 1: The euthytone, or arrow thrower.
Category 2: The palintone, or stone thrower. ¹

Differences between the two categories can
broadly be described as, type of ammunition,
overall size, construction practices, and spring
hole diameter. ²
Further Explanation of Differences Between Catapult Designs

Ammunition:
Obviously by dividing the catapults into the two
categories, the first major difference is the shape of the
projectile. The euthytone throws arrows or bolt shaped
projectiles, while the palintone is meant to throw rounder
stones.
The Euthytone/Easy-Spring design, is based around the
length of the projectile,

Practicality and Usage

In order to best try and decipher what the usage difference is between the euthytone and palintone
catapults capabilities I examined three major categories for practicality. In warfare, the size of the
ammunition, the size of the catapult and the range of the weapon are all critical factors when
considering practicality
In terms of ammunition size, the winner is the palintone. The euthytone is not capable of firing bolts of
four cubits in length, however the palintone would be capable of doing so. ¹ The palintone’s starting
ammunition size seemed to have been around 10 mina in weight, or about 7 to 11lbs in weight.
In terms of size of the catapult, depending on your purposes the winner varies. The euthytone is the
smaller machine in general terms, and the palintone larger. ¹ So the palintone will strike a little more
fear into the hearts of the enemies but sacrifices maneuverability to do so. Supposedly Alexander‘s
engineers were able to reduce the weight of some of their palintone catapults down to a mere 85lbs,
which is quite the accomplishment. ⁴ However, larger equipment still needed to be broken down and
carried by cart.

Issues/Limitations
• The weight of the mina has changed overtime making it
difficult to determine what system was used
• Recreations are recreations, we do not have a pristine
example of both, or in some case have essentially no
example of parts.
• Time constraints, the project was started with about a
month delay due to having to abandon my original
project.
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the weight, only the size of the bolt. It is a good approximation but not truly an accurate measure.²
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The Palintone/Opposing-Spring design, is based around
the weight of the projectile. ²
Overall size:
In general, the sizes of the catapults are relatively close.
Their overall dimension size is based around the Spring
hole diameter.
A Euthytone is recommended to be built with arms around
7 spring hole diameters long.²
A Palintone is recommended to be built with arms around
6 spring hole diameters long.²
Spring-hole diameter: Spring-holes are the pass throughs
that allow torsion to build inside the catapult. The size of
the spring-hole sets the calibre of the weapon. ³
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A comparison image of a basic spring layout of the catapults

Results

To say one category of catapult is the clearly superior machine is probably impossible. It is likely
always going to require a thorough understanding of the usage and implementation. However, the
ability to fire a larger bit of ammunition, while still being able to be reduced to 85lbs is very strongly
leaned toward the favor of the palintone catapult.
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